Mastering the Therapeutic Process™
Level Two, Weekend Three

The Enneagram – Body Types
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WELCOME!



We are delighted you are here!
Class Hours





Hamilton Retreat




Parking, Bathrooms, Rooms, Shoes

Your Personal Comfort is important to us!





7:30am – 6:00pm
We have a lot to cover – please be on time

Blankets, pillows, lounge, mats are available
Exercise clothes, shorts, etc. recommended

Snacks & Lunch


10/6/2012

We provide the basics, feel free to bring what you want
All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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SHOWING UP
Grounding & Running Energy
 Center of Head
 Grounding Cord to Center of Earth
 Golden Light Streaming Down
 Earth Energy Flowing up
 Mixing, Flowing Healing
 Filling all parts of the Body
 Fountain out of the Top

10/6/2012

All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, MENTAL

Head

Heart

Belly
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HYPNOWORKOUT™
Integrative Body Movement

10/6/2012

All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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BELLY, HEART, HEAD - CHECK


How Resourced are you in each of these areas?
Rate yourself Right Now - Zero to Ten

 BELLY
 Body Alive,

Charged, Breathing, Grounded

 HEART
 Compassion,

Love, Accepting

 HEAD
 Mind

Clear, Open, Focused, Non-Judgmental
 How are you Challenged in each area?
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YOUR PATH TO WHOLENESS STARTS NOW


P - Present









Release the past from the mind and body.
Free the future by forgiving the past.

S - Surrender





The world is a reflecting pond. It is constantly reflecting you back to you.
When you rest in the Aware Witness, you master perception, which enables you to
master Life.

U - Unwind the Past




Total, passionate embodiment, willing to be open to the pain and pleasure of life.
Players must be present to win.

A - Aware Witness




SM
Pg 26

Life is not a battle to be won or lost. It is about giving and receiving Love.
Resistance is futile, Surrender is serenity.

E – Evoke Essence



Learn what success truly means to you.
What you want, is wanting you.

Pages are
from Student
Manual V4
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EGO & OUR PATH TO WHOLENESS

SM
Pg 20

Where Resources end, Ego begins.







All Resources come from alignment with the Essential Self.
Each of the Five Resource States of PAUSE are specifically
created to create a Path back to the Essential Self.
We are either in alignment with…
 The Essential Self, using it to filter our thoughts…
OR
 Our Ego, using it to filter our thoughts…
ALL of us, ALL of the time,
are doing only ONE thing:

Asking for Love, or Extending Love.
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PRESENCE



SM
Pg 62

P-Present speaks to the experience of Presence.
But what IS that Presence that shows up?
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A-AWARE WITNESS






SM
Pg 73

Through the A-Aware Witness, we learn to recognize which of the
two core aspects of ourselves are operating; The Essential Self or
the ego.
Until we become vigilant of the endless chatter of the ego, which
provides a running commentary on life based on the conditioning
of the unconscious mind, we will be reacting instead of
responding thoughtfully to life.
Simply becoming Aware of the difference can forever enhance the
quality of relationships, work, study, and play, including one’s
mental and physical health.
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ECKHART TOLLE
“The beginning of
freedom is the realization
that you are not the
possessing entity - the
thinker.
Knowing this enables
you to observe the entity.
The moment you start
watching the thinker, a
higher level of
consciousness becomes
activated”
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THE ENNEAGRAM IN PAUSE
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Building on the tools of self-observation learned in the Character
Defense Systems, the client is encouraged to discover their own
Personality Fixations as described by the Enneagram.
While the Character Defense Systems focused on the manner in
which developmental wounds affect the body, mind, and
emotions, the Enneagram explores how each personality has
become alienated from its ideal, generating mental, emotional,
and behavioral characteristics to compensate.
At a deep level, they both indicate unconscious response patterns
to stress or fear.
It is critical to explore these aspects of oneself to have a fuller
picture of who we think we are, and why we do what we do.
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ENNEAGRAM TERMINOLOGY
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Style: Enneatype Style is the overall label for each personality
type, and is best understood as the regular and consistent
demonstration of thoughts, words, and actions that generally
typify their Enneatype. The Style operates on a conscious and
especially on an unconscious level. As the ego individuates and
the qualities of the Essential Self are lost, the egoic personality
compensates with a constellation of activities that we recognize
collectively as their Enneatype Style.
Resource Level: In the PAUSE model, we recognize that each
person’s behavior will range from highly resourced to highly
unresourced as a result of how well they follow their Enneatype
Path to Wholeness, master and utilize their Strengths, recognize
and transform their Challenges, and become vigilant of the
resultant experience of connection or separation from the
Essential Self.
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ENNEAGRAM TERMINOLOGY

SM
Pg 145

Core Aspects of the Enneagram
Classic Definition (Oscar Ichazo)
Mastering the Therapeutic Process
Personality Fixation
Style
Holy Idea
Path to Wholeness
Virtue
Strength
Passion
Challenge
 Path to Wholeness: In the PAUSE Model, the Path describes the
unique, essential set of qualities that each individual needs to evoke in
order to experience reunification with their Essential Self.
 Strength: The qualities of the Essential Self that naturally express
through the undefended heart of each Enneatype. The purpose of the
Strength is to guide and inform one’s focus to stay on their Path to
Wholeness.
 Challenge: A core aspect of the unconscious filters for their particular
personality Style. The activity associated with the Challenge reminds the
aware client to be vigilant of their thoughts, emotions, words, and
actions. Recognize when a Challenge arises, and choose a different
response instead of an unconscious reaction.
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EMOTIONAL TRIADS OF THE ENNEAGRAM






SM
Pg 145

These Emotional Triads
assist in recognizing
generalized unconscious
behavioral reactions to
stress.
These reactions exist in
each of us, regardless of
Enneatype.
Recognizing these general
behaviors increase
personal vigilance of egoic
reaction.
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THE BEHAVIORAL TRIANGLE


The default, unconscious approach each member of the Triad
takes when stressed.
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ANGER TRIAD – 8, 9, 1









SM
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Belly, Body, or Instinctive Center
When we are in alignment with the authentic qualities of the Body,
there is an awareness of being embodied and present in the
moment.
Our vitality, contact with reality, and sense of groundedness is
operating.
Gets lessons through a Physical Body focus
Moves against others in relationships
Obsessive-compulsive tendencies
Body Center Functions
Movement • Experience physical sensations • Take action or inaction •
Control of one’s environment
Productive Uses
Taking effective action • Steadfastness • Gut knowing
Misuses
Excessive action • Passivity • Reactivity
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PAUSE APPROACH













SM
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Emotional State
Relationships
Defensive Patterns
Resources
Physical Traits
Potential Health Challenges
Wings and Arrows
General Therapeutic Interventions
PAUSE Therapeutic Approach
Path to Wholeness
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BODY CENTER STYLES – 8, 9, 1
The Four Primary Emotions
Mad
Sad
Glad

Low Intensity
Intensity

Medium

High

Afraid

Three personality styles responding to the emotion of anger
Body Center Functions
Movement • Experience physical sensations • Take action or inaction • Control of one’s
environment

Productive Uses
Taking effective action • Steadfastness • Gut knowing

Enneagram
Style

Three Ways of Responding to Anger

Eight

Readily express anger, starting from the gut, and
believe that anger is simply energy that needs
release

Nine

Avoid anger – both their own and that of others –
and seek instead to mediate differences and
create harmony

One

Manifest anger as resentment, irritation, or continual
small eruptions; believe anger is a negative emotion
that must be kept under control

Most Common Misuse
of Body Center

Excessive action

Passivity

Reactivity
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ENNEATYPE NINE
NINES seek peace, harmony, and positive mutual regard, and dislike conflict, tension, and ill will.

Control by not letting others control them
• Avoid direct conflict themselves, but enjoy
mediating conflict among others and
achieving
mutually agreeable resolutions

• Appear easygoing, non-judgmental,
approachable, and diplomatic; act
supportive through affirming comments
and head-nodding, which doesn’t always
mean they agree
• Assimilate the big picture through
understanding and organizing the
operational details
• Resist being told what to do,
but do not usually assert this
directly; procrastinate when
they don’t want to do
something

Common
Beliefs

“If we could all just get
along, life would be peaceful.”
“What’s important is for people
to listen to each other, treat each other
with respect, and to live and let live.”
“Before you decide to do something,
you have to consider all the options and
get everyone’s input, if possible.”

Emotional
Responses

• Blend or merge in harmonious
situations, but become internally
distressed around chronically
negative, complaining people or
when disharmony cannot be
resolved
• Act inclusive,
collaborative,
and facilitative, wanting
everyone to be heard

Have a range of feelings,
but control their expression
so they present a steady,
even-tempered demeanor
Keep anger at such a subliminal
level, they are often not
aware they are feeling it
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ENNEATYPE EIGHT
EIGHTS pursue the truth, like to keep situations under control, want to make important things happen, and
try to hide their vulnerability.

Control by taking charge and fast action

• Act bold, assertive, and authoritative, move
projects forward with the largest impact
possible, and like big strategic challenges
• Macro-manage the big picture when things
are going well; micro-manage when
things feel out of control or when
they distrust someone
• Engage others intensely and
directly, through simple,
direct word choice,
speaking style, and
body language

Common
Beliefs

“The world is divided
into two kinds of people:
the strong and the weak.”

“Bigger is better; almost any
action is better than no action at
all.”

• Highly protective of those for whom they feel
responsible and deeply disappointed when
they or others do not perform to their level of
capability
• Perceive selves as tough on the
outside but soft on the inside, and do
not share vulnerabilities widely,
believing this to be a sign of weakness

Emotional
Responses

• Can intimidate others –
sometimes intentionally
but often not – through
their certainty, candor,
and physical presence

Deep, quick anger shows
Readily, and propels them to
take immediate action
Feel, but rarely show, fear and
sadness to other people

“You can never get enough of a
good thing.”
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ENNEAGRAM ONE
ONES seek a perfect world and work diligently to improve both themselves and everyone and everything
around them.

Control by being self-controlled and highly structured
• Lead by example, working hard to be
impeccable in those areas they deem
important
• Emphasize the highest quality standards,
reacting strongly to mistakes or infractions
through critiquing themselves or others
• Stimulated by transforming
multifaceted, under-organized
work into structure with clear
Common
processes and deliverables,
Beliefs
emphasizing practicality,
responsibility, and
“If it’s not worth doing
consistency
right, it’s not worth doing.”
“Most people don’t seem to take
their responsibilities seriously, but
those who do are people you can
count on.”

“No one is perfect, and that includes
me; what matters most is that you
are constantly working to improve
things.”

• Adhere to a set of explicit or implicit rules of
conduct and have strong opinions that they
verbalize quickly
• Have difficulty relaxing when there is
work to do; need to be completely away
from responsibilities to fully enjoy
themselves

Emotional
Responses

• Enjoy day-to-day work and
getting the details right, being
reluctant to delegate this level
of work

Have strong emotional
reactions that may or may
not be verbalized but usually
show in their body language

Express irritation and resentment
regularly but try to control their
deeper anger
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THANK YOU!
Please check our website regularly and sign-up to
stay informed of future events.

http://P-A-U-S-E.com
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION


Upon successful completion of New Vistas International’s three
100-hour professional training classes offered within Mastering
the Therapeutic Process™, the student will be awarded the
following internationally recognized certifications:



Level 1: Certified Hypnotist (CH)
Level 2: Certified Hypnotherapist (CHt)
Level 3: Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist (CCHt),
Practitioner Neuro Linguistic Psychology (PNLP)
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